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FG Trading have partnered with one of the leading manufacturing 

companies of the world who specialise in flat glass grinding 

applications and are considered to be the technology leaders 

in this field.

Our chosen supplier has pioneered various cutting-edge technology 

applications and a range of products. It is at the forefront of 

innovation in flat glass grinding applications and offers the 

widest array of abrasive products to meet industry requirements.

FG Trading is equipped to serve the needs of architectural glass 

processors with its local and international team of professionals, 
technology expertise and high customer orientation. The company 

meets the needs of manufacturers, processors and specifiers with 

high quality products and service excellence. 
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The diamonds are embedded in a sintered metal matrix. 
These wheels have a very long life which is best suited for 

edge rough grinding with coarser diamonds for higher 

material removal. Very fine diamonds are used for arris 

grinding to some extent. These wheels can either have 

segmented pattern for edge rough grinding or continuous 

pattern for fine grinding.

Features: Wear resistant

Benefits: Higher material removal rate, high grinding 

efficiency and longer service life.

Metal Bonded Diamond Wheels

The diamonds are bonded with relatively softer resins. 
These wheels are best suited for edge and arris finish 

grinding which avoids chipping or breakage of sharp 

corners.

Features: High self-sharpening property with high quality 

diamonds

Benefits: Smooth and chip free edges and corners

Resin Bonded Diamond Wheels

The diamond portion will be at the periphery/O.D of the 

wheel specially designed to make flat edge or flat & arris 

grinding in a single process to decrease grinding time 

thereby increasing productivity.

The wheels can be either segmented or continuous and are 

available in different profile sizes suited to glass thickness 

and machine mountings.

Features: Longer form retention

Benefits: Longer runs, higher productivity

Peripheral Wheels
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These are rubber bonded wheels composed of Al2O3, Sic 

and cerium oxide which is used after fine grinding for 

making extra clarity and better finish on edge and arris of 

the glasses. Polishing happens in different stages. Primary 

polishing by S40/S60/R40/R60/R60/SNBD wheels as first 

stage followed by X3K/X5K wheels at second stage. In 

some applications the felt wheel with cerium oxide 

solutions is used in the final stage for extra polishing on 

the glass.

Features: Strong resilient bond

Benefits: Longer wheel life, better edge quality, mirror 

finish

Polishing Wheels
(S40/S60/R40/R60/R80/SNBD/X3K/X5K/Felt)

The drills are used to generate mounting holes for glass 

fitment. Seamers generate chamfered edges which provide 

aesthetically pleasing holes and will usually give higher 

furnace yields on tempered glass. Drills and Seamers are 

available in different sizes suited to glass thickness and 

hole being drilled. The holding system of drill can vary as 

per specific machines.

Features: Free-cutting action 

Benefits: Lower cycle time, no chipping, longer tool life

Diamond Core Drills

Edge deletion/Coat Removal Wheels

This wheel is necessary for removing special low e-coating 

(metal oxide, silver, silver protector and durability layer) on 

glass surface which affects adhesion with insulated glass 

sealants. On cut glasses, when silver is exposed to 

environment it gets corroded by moisture. Removal of the 

edge coating avoids corrosion and the sealant can bond 

directly to glass.

Features: Higher wear resistance

Benefits: Longer wheel life



The alternate type of glass grinding other than grinding 

wheel is with the abrasive belts. It is wet grinding using 

water, hence the machine is called Wet Belt Sander (WBS). 
There are wide grit ranges for roughing and finishing 

applications. The premium synthetic backing will not shred, 
stretch, curl or crack which comes with a strong single joint. 
Quality fast cutting silicon carbide grain is electrostatically 

applied to ensure smooth and even grinding.

Features: Synthetic backing, friable grains

Benefits: High tear resistance in wet grinding, uniform and 

consistent grinding

Diamond/Coated Abrasive Belts

Dressing Sticks are used at various intervals during the life 

of the peripheral diamond wheel or core drill for 

re-exposing the diamonds and optimizing glass edge 

quality and tool feed speed. The dressing stick sharpens 

the diamond which wears (glazes) during grinding.
Also, if the bond wear is slower than the diamond wear 

then the grinding capability is reduced. A relatively soft 

abrasive Al2O3 is required to grind away the bond and give 

greater exposure to the diamonds.

Features: Highly friable grains designed with structure and 

hardness

Benefits: Quick and consistent resharpening, less diamond 

tool wear, increased overall tool life

Dressing Sticks

Diamond Hand Pads

TELUM’s unique flexible design of coated diamonds 

distributed in an inter-locking arrow pattern gives the 

product superior grinding performance while manually 

reworking the micro chipping on glass.

Features: Durability and aggressive grains

Benefits: Less effort in rework with rapid and easier stock 

removal, Higher life
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Remarks: Please contact for any specific requirements other than standard availability

Bond  Type Wheel type Diameter Width/Thickness DI Bore

  (mm) (mm) (X in mm) (H in mm)

Metal Bonded DIAMOND CUP WHEELS 175 15 10 (M/C Specific)
 SEGMENTED 175 12 10 

  150 15 10 

Metal Bonded DIAMOND CUP WHEELS 175 10 10 (M/C Specific)
 CONTINUOUS 150 10 10 

  150 8 8 

  130 8 8 

Resin Bonded DIAMOND CUP WHEELS 175 10 10 (M/C Specific)
 CONTINUOUS 150 15 10 

  150 10 10 

  130 10 10 

  130 8 8 

Polishing wheels S40/S60 150 40  70
 S40/S60 150 35 70
 S40/S60 130 35 60
 X3K/X5K 150 40 70
 R40/R60/R80 150 40 50
 SPIRAL FELT 150 40 70
 SPIRAL FELT 150 25 70
 SNBD NORMAL  100 20 22
 SNBD NORMAL  100 30 22
 SNBD NORMAL  150 15 22
 SNBD NORMAL  150 20 22
 SNBD (CNC-Water Holes) 100 15 22

Core Drills DIAMOND DRILLS Diameter range 5mm to 100mm with OAL 75mm and 95mm

Grinding Belts CONVENTIONAL AND DIAMOND 1800mm length * 50mm width 

 COATED ABRASIVES 1800mm length * 100mm width

  2650mm length * 100mm width

Metal Bonded DIAMOND PERIPHERAL WHEELS For various glass thicknesses

Edge Deletion COATING REMOVAL WHEELS 4-8 inch dia in various widths

Hand Pads DIAMOND COATED PADS Standard product with 90mmx55mm 

Glass abrasives product availability for glass grinding.
Our standard products for glass grinding are given in table below based on the most common single-edger and double-edger 

machine makes and models available in market. We also give customized products as per requirements.
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Website: www.fgtrading.co.za

Information: info@fgtrading.co.za 

Orders: sales@fgtrading.co.za

Johannesburg
Tel: 011 450 0263
Fax: 011 450 0306

Durban
Tel: 031 564 8692
Fax: 031 564 8691


